Abstract-Subcarrier allocation scheme for Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing(OFDM) based multiuser system is proposed. Most previous algorithms use greedy approach as a subcarrier allocation scheme until a conflict occurs or as an initial first round allocation with improvement steps carried out in next rounds. Our algorithm uses information obtained by the forced costs of a system that incur by a current allocation to make assignment decisions. This algorithm does not rely on greedy approach and therefore can also be considered as a substitute for first layer Greedy algorithms. Simulation results show that for two user case this algorithm gives better or equal allocation 80-90 percent of the time when compared with the greedy allocation.
I. INTRODUCTION
Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing (OFDM) has become a popular multicarrier transmission technique because of its efficient bandwidth usage and its ability to combat robust channel characteristics. In an OFDM based multicarrier system, adaptive modulation gives higher system performance [1] . Adaptive modulation theory simply follows that subcarriers with higher channel gains should be allocated more bits to transmit, while keeping the carriers with deep fades less occupied. Generally an optimal adaptive modulation scheme should solve the subcarrier allocation and bit loading simultaneously, constrained to a power limitation or rate requirement. In a single user scenario it can be seen that water-filling approach is optimal which can be solved using a Greedy Algorithm [2] .
In a multiuser case each subcarrier can not be used by two users unless they are dispersed in time in manner that guarantee no Inter Carrier Interference (ICI). This limitation makes the greedy approach a non optimal one for a multiuser system. It can be seen that some best subcarriers are common for several users and the assignment decision of such subcarriers cannot be taken merely via a greedy approach. For an example assume a situation where a subcarrier elected to be assigned to a certain user is the best subcarrier for another user as well, while this second user has no other good subcarriers available for its transmission. Assignment of the subcarrier to the first user in this case becomes a more costly assignment, since that assignment forces the second user to use a more costly subcarrier for its use possibly resulting in a much higher total cost.
An optimization problem for solving the adaptive bit, power allocation in a multiuser system is formulated in [3, 4] . The mathematical solution for this optimization problem can be obtained using the Lagranges method as shown in [4] . However the high computation complexity of the solution has motivated research community to use a divide and conquer approach to the problem where initially subcarrier allocation is done followed by the adaptive bit allocation for the assigned subcarriers. This method offers a suboptimal solution for the multiuser scenario.
Often greedy approach is used for subcarrier allocation in multiuser OFDM systems [5] [6] [7] . In [8] a greedy approach is used for block wise subcarrier allocation, which gives a lesser complexity than a carrier wise allocation. A greedy approach simply allocates a subcarrier to a user if that user, subcarrier pair has a better cost value, where cost value could be calculated using metrics such as channel gain, power, rate or priority requirements. The theory simply dictates to do low cost assignments first. However as mentioned such an assignment would not ensure an overall better system performance.
In cases where direct greedy allocation is not used, most algorithms rely on greedy approach for initial assignments. This means that until a conflict between users for a subcarrier or a subcarrier block occurs a greedy approach is employed. If a conflict never occurs greedy approach becomes the solution. In another approach the initial first round allocation is done using a greedy algorithm and then improvement steps are carried out by other means. A suboptimal algorithm derived from improving the greedy approach is discussed in [9] . After the initial allocation this algorithm benefits from swapping a subcarrier, user pair if the swapping results in a lesser cost for the overall transmission. A similar algorithm is explained in [10] for block wise subcarrier allocation. A conflict for a block among users is treated with swapping of blocks between user pairs. Additionally, capacity change that results in all possible block swapping is calculated and swappings that increase system performance are carried out.
Combinatorial auction based allocation algorithm is proposed in [11] . Each user in this case is allowed to chose the best subcarrier block for its usage based on a cost. If any user finds some of its preferred subcarriers have already been taken by another user, that users cost value is changed and the subcarriers are released to a common pool where both users need to choose again. This scheme ensures that users with worse channel conditions gets a priority in choosing carriers to satisfy their rate requirements. An algorithm based on block wise subcarrier allocation is proposed in [12] . Here after the initial greedy allocation, if users have common subcarrier partitions with best cost, then the cost is adjusted by using a method that introduces a random noise factor and a weight factor. However authors mention that even after the above adjustments the algorithm might not converge and in such cases random allocation of partitions needs to be done.
In this paper we propose a new algorithm to solve the subcarrier allocation problem so that overall transmit power of the system becomes a minimum. Our algorithm takes a different approach to the above mentioned ones. It is important to note that most of the allocation algorithms depend on a decision based on the cost effectiveness of the current allocation only. However it is fair to say that an allocation decision made based on the cost effectiveness of a current allocation as well as the forced allocations incurred by the current allocation has a probability of giving a better assignment. Therefore our algorithm depends on the forced costs of current allocations to make assignment decisions. This algorithm is not a modified greedy algorithm and the assignment is one time where all allocations are done in round one. After this initial allocation any of the above mentioned algorithms that use second round improvement decisions can benefit from our algorithm.
Rest of the paper is organized as follows. In section II system model and the optimization problem is described. Section II (A) presents the proposed algorithm in details while section II (B) explains the effect of subcarrier to user ratio on the greedy and proposed algorithms. Simulation results are presented in Section III while section IV concludes the paper.
II. SYSTEM MODEL OFDM based multicarrier system where all users are given equal priority is considered. Systems consists of N number of subcarriers and K users. Each subcarrier, user pair undergoes independent frequency selective fading. It is assumed that the coherence bandwidth of channel is larger than the bandwidth of each subcarrier, resulting in flat fading for each carrier. Downlink transmission is assumed and all Channel State Information (CSI) is assumed to be known to the sender to make the allocation decisions. We define R as a vector with K elements where each R k , (k = 1..K) denotes the subcarrier requirement of k th user. In a fair system all values in R are equal.
The goal of our analysis is to find the subcarrier allocation that would result in minimum total transmit power. Assuming that power required per subcarrier at receiver to decode a message correctly is P , then the objective is to find the subcarrier assignment that minimize total power P T .
Where h k,n is the channel gain seen by k th user on n th subcarrier. a k,n = {0,1} denotes whether the subcarrier n is allocated or not to user k.
The above minimization problem is subject to the constraints,
Second constraint ensures no subcarrier is allocated to more than one user. This is a classic assignment problem that can be solved using Lagrange's method as discussed in [4] . Complexity of the optimal solution is exponential and therefore is difficult to solve in real time for large K and N .
III. SUBCARRIER ALLOCATION ALGORITHM
For our analysis we first need to calculate values that represent the cost effectiveness of allocating a particular subcarrier to a certain user for all subcarrier, user pairs. Then based on those cost values allocation decisions can be made using the proposed algorithm. The cost for a user, subcarrier pair should reflect the cost of transmission for that pair. Since this value will only be used to compare the channels with each other it is justifiable to use different methods to calculate the cost of a user, subcarrier pair. For the scenario considered in our case we use the power needed to transmit one bit, satisfying a certain bit error requirement as the cost of user, subcarrier pair.
For a M-ary Quadrature Amplitude Modulation Scheme (M-QAM), f (c) is calculated as the required received power needed for correctly decoding c bits given a certain bit error requirement (P e ). Q(x) represents the error function while N 0 is the noise power spectral density.
note that
Then provided that channel gain is known required power needed to transmit c bits via each subcarrier channel to users can be calculated using equation (3) and this value can be used as the cost of each subcarrier, user pair. Note that c can be considered as one for all subcarrier, user pairs for the problem discussed here. It is also important to note that since f (1) is a constant the cost for each channel becomes inversely proportional to the channel gain. This suggest that channel gain it self can also be used to formulate a cost value for the discussed problem. Now Assuming h k,n be the channel gain seen by k th user on n th subcarrier the problem takes the following form.
The mathematical solution for the above formulated problem can be obtained via Lagrange's method. The solution is akin to what is discussed in [4] . The problem is a combinatorial optimization problem with high complexity.
A. Allocation Algorithm
Motivation for the forced cost based decisions can can be simply explained as follows. Assume a system with three users and three subcarriers where each user needs to be allocated one subcarrier. We call the matrix that contains per user wise sorted costs associated with each subcarrier, user pair the Cost Matrix.
Cost matrix is calculated using the Equation (3).
where C k,n is the cost associated with assigning subcarrier n to user k and h k,n is the channel between user k and subcarrier n while transmitting one bit correctly.
Cost Matrix for our example which is constructed using arbitrary cost values is given in the Fig. 1 (a) . The objective is to find the assignment of subcarriers that will result in minimum total cost. It is important to note that each element in the Cost Matrix has two values, cost and the subcarrier number. In the example considered it is assumed that all three users have subcarrier conflicts in all assignments. i.e each subcarrier is the best subcarrier for all users in all assignments. A greedy approach will simply assign the first subcarier to first user followed by third subcarrier to second user and second subcarrier to third user as shown in Fig. 1 (b) . This results in a total cost of 260. However it can be seen that the proposed allocation scheme which gives the same cost as the optimum allocation cost in this case (Fig. 1(c) ), results in a much lower cost than the greedy allocation. Assignment of first subcarrier to first user essentially forces the other users to use a choice between subcarriers 2 or 3. Therefore with each assignment there is a forced minimum cost that incurs in the system. We call this cost the forced cost. Forced cost is an additional information that can be used to make better allocation decisions. We propose the following formula to calculate the forced cost. However a value for forced cost can be calculated using much simpler means, to reduce the complexity but this could result in a deviated solution from the optimum one.
F k,n is the forced cost incurred by allocating subcarrier n to user k. C k,n denotes the cost of user k subcarier n pair transmission which is the first number of the values of Cost matrix. This value is bolded in above Fig. 1 (a) .
If the set that contains all users are S, k * is equal to the set (S −k). k * in other words is a set that contains all users except k. n k denotes the column number of first usable subcarrier of current user, while N k is a notation for no. of subcarriers that need to be considered over the horizontal dimension of cost matrix to fill the current users subcarrier requirement. Basically F k,n is calculated through series of row wise and column wise additions of cost matrix.
The algorithm is as follows.
Algorithm 1 Subcarrier allocation

F ormulate Cost M atrix while All users are not f illed do Calculate F k,n f or each user Do the assignment using F k,n mark used subcarriers in Cost M atrix mark f illed users in Cost M atrix end while
The allocation decisions with the updated forced cost is as follows. First column of Fig. 2 (a) shows the calculated forced costs for each users for first assignment. In the considered example for the first assignment there is a conflict between each user since the best subcarrier for each user is the same. Even if this is not the case the algorithm follows the same approach. The assignment decision has to be made regardless of whether conflicts between users occur or not. In the example user with the lowest cost is assigned the subcarrier and subcarrier one is marked as used. Since second user's carrier requirement is met he is marked as filled. In the second assignment as shown in Fig. 2 (b) only unused subcarriers and unfilled users are considered. Again the assignment is done according to the forced cost for each user and finally the subcarrier that is left is assigned to the last user. The final assignment is shown in Fig. 2 (c) .
B. Effect of Subcarrier to User Ratio
Subcarrier to user ratio is simply a measure of how many subcarriers are allocated to one user. When there is only one user in the system greedy algorithm can be used to find the optimum solution for adaptive bit allocation problem [2] . In this case subcarrier to user ratio is the maximum employable, which is equal to the number of subcarriers in the system. It can be observed that when the above mentioned ratio decreases greedy algorithm tend to deviate from the optimum result. This deviation is again a result of the forced allocation costs by current allocations. When the number of subcarriers allocated for each user decreases the probability of user's being forced to select a bad subcarrier for its transmission increases. However for a relatively large ratio, the greedy solution might not deviate that much from the optimum point. The reason for this is that when there are several subcarriers to choose from even if couple of subcarriers are deeply faded they can be ignored and good subcarriers could be used to load more bits.
In the example given in Fig. 3 where four subcarries are employed in a fair two user system, second user is allocated one bad subcarrier by the greedy algorithm. However this user still has the option to use only third subcarrier for its transmission, resulting in a lesser total transmission cost than in a case where both subcarriers are used. The need for use of bad subcarrier will only arise if the other subcarrier's bit allocations overflows the maximum bits that could be held by a subcarrier or power needed to allocate an additional bit becomes higher than using the bad subcarrier for transmitting one bit.
When the subcarrier to user ratio further increases users are forced to use more and more costly subcarriers. This results in shifting of greedy solution further away from the optimum one. In the scenario explored in Fig. 4 greedy algorithm based allocation forces second user to use a deeply faded subcarrier since it has no other choice.
Forced cost based decisions on the other hand would foresee the allocation costs associated with deeply faded carriers and would not allocate them to a user even if the subcarrier to user ratio is very low. Therefore our algorithm would perform near optimum points and give much better results than the greedy algorithm in these cases. 
(c) Optimum 
IV. SIMULATION RESULTS
The performance of the proposed algorithm in comparison with greedy and optimum solutions in various situations were simulated. For all simulations frequency selective rayleigh distributed channel with Additive White Gaussian Noise (AWGN) was considered.
Bit error curves of greedy algorithm and proposed algorithm for eight subcarrier case using 4-QAM modulation is shown in Fig. 5 . It can be seen that the Bit Error curves lie within each other as expected. This result indicates that if the proposed algorithm does perform better, less power is needed for achieving the same BER.
Probability distribution of total power requirement in a two user and eight subcarrier case over 100000 samples and 500 bins is shown in Fig 6. This distribution is drawn for the case where subcarrier to user ratio is equivalent to four. It can be observed that the optimum and proposed schemes lie close to each other while the Greedy algorithm has shifted away. Decreasing subcarrier to user ratio will force the greedy algorithm to shift further away from the optimum curve. Fig 7 depicts the average power values of cost matrix that is needed for 'x' number of transmissions. This is not a measure of actual power required for adaptive modulated transmission. However this figure can be taken as a mean of illustrating the deviation of greedy from the optimum and proposed schemes. For high subcarrier to user ratio greedy algorithm will lie close to optimum and when the ratio decreases it will move toward the curve shown in the figure. This behavior can be observed in Fig. 8 . This figure shows average power requirement for a certain number of transmissions for greedy and proposed algorithms with several subcarrier to user ratios. For eight subcarrier case when the ratio is equal to one, there is around 3dB reduction of average power requirement in the proposed algorithm when compared with the greedy algorithm. When the subcarrier to user ratio is equal to two and four, average power reduction is around 0.7dB and 0.1dB respectively. 
V. CONCLUSION
A new subcarrier allocation scheme for multiuser OFDM is proposed. Proposed forced cost algorithm gives equal or better allocation cost 80 -90 percent of the time when compared with the greedy algorithm. Even in rare bad allocations it will not deviate significantly from the optimum or greedy, all three allocations being very close in this case. It is important to note that simulation results depend on the method used to calculate the forced cost. There could be various improvements to the forced cost factor resulting in the overall improvement of the allocation. However it is observed that for the two user case the proposed algorithm already performs near optimum solution. One method to improve the algorithm would be to check for flip options between two users if an allocation decision for a certain conflicted subcarrier is costly for that user. It can be predicted theoretically that when the maximum number of bits that could be allocated for a subcarrier decreases greedy algorithm will again start to shift away from the optimum solution while the deviation of the forced cost algorithm remains minimum. Furthermore when the number of bits that needs to be transmitted over a time period increases, users are again forced to use bad allocations. Theoretically this in turn causes the greedy algorithm to shift away from the optimum points while the proposed scheme performing near the optimum allocation.
